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"Tell the truth and don't be afraid. " SPORTS + Panthers drop eight-straight: page 12 
thedailyeasternnews.com 
Lance Armstrong Foundation 
to visit campus, present film 
BY ANDREA COLLINS 
STAFF WRITER 
The Lance Armstrong Foundation will come 
to Eastern on March 29 to present "The Tour 
Baby," a documentary DVD about the Tour de 
France. 
"The Tour Baby" will be shown as part of the 
Lance Armstrong Foundation's fundraising 
efforts for cancer and to give students insight 
about the race and the meaning behind the yel-
low bracelets. 
"People in the past have wondered what the 
yellow bands are for, and this fundraiser gives 
students a chance to learn about them," said 
Sheila Simons from the Eastern Health Studies 
Department . 
Jamie Stirrett, a junior exercise science major, 
is one of many who sports the Livestrong 
bracelets around campus. 
"I had an aunt who had cancer and thought 
that the bracelet was a neat idea for a good 
cause," she said. 
The film will include scenes from the Tour de 
France and will have a focus toward survivor-
ship. 
The Lance Armstrong Foundation believes 
knowledge is power and attitude is everything in 
the battle for cancer, Simons said. 
This fundraiser is a part of the Peloton Project 
Housing 
project 
rejected 
Despite two 
rounds of voting, 
University Village 
CORSTRUCtiOH 
TRaFFIC 
still fails at council 
BY HILLARY SETTLE 
CITY EDITOR 
for the Lance Armstrong Foundation, who will 
receive IOO percent of the proceeds. 
Simons said 7,200 Peloton Project members 
collected more than $5.5 million in donations 
in 2004. 
Sponsors such as Bike and Hike of 
Charleston, EIU Cycling Club, Department of 
Health Studies, Bonutti Clinic, EIU Health 
Services and Sports Designs and Graphics will 
cover all the costs of hosting the event, Simons 
said. 
Simons and Ed Thomas from Bike and Hike 
of Charleston said they are hoping to see 
approximately I 00 participants at the event. T-
shirts will be sold along with the Livestrong 
bracelets at the event. 
T he film will be shown at 6 p.m. in the 
Charleston/Mattoon room of the Mattin Luther 
King Jr. University Union. Tickets are $IO 
before or $I2 at the door and can be purchased 
from Simons at 58I-6373. Thomas will also be 
selling tickets at Bike and Hike in Charleston. 
DANIEL WILLIAMS/THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS Disappointment was apparent 
last Tuesday when the City 
Council voted down a housing 
development project that could 
have provided 400 Eastern stu-
dents with new living acoommoda-
tions. 
TIOOl @<!llll"~ ti:hl {IOJj' 1100 pli@pOI@d l llliYtOOUir YmiJc@ lho 0 1 ~ by Calll!p1l!l P 0 • &Jp~ IOOltilJ' 
An initial vote of 2-2, Larry 
Rennels and Mayor Dan Cougill 
voting yes, Lorelei Sims and Marge 
Knoop voting no and John 
Winnett abstaining, left those in 
attendance and some members of 
w. mJ. 
the council speechless. 
T he proposed development 
would have consisted of 28 houses 
and 48 duplexes and been located 
near Wal-Mart. The developers 
were trying to get the student hous-
ing complex built in time for stu-
dents to rent next fall, said Art 
Ma\1anus, one of the two brothers 
working on the project. 
The McManus brothers have 
been working with the city on the 
project for over one year, and the 
Board of Zoning and Appeals had 
unanimously approved it before 
Tuesday's meeting. 
"Everybody has kept encourag-
ing us to continue forward, and it 
never looked like there was going 
to be a glitch at all," McManus 
said. 
The City Council meeting con-
tinued as normal until the end 
when Cougill opened the floor for 
comments and mayor candidate 
SEE VILLAGE PAGE 9 
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Eastern Illinois University, Charleston 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
More than 
$6 million 
approved 
for Blair 
BY KYLE MAYH UGH 
STAFF WRITER 
On March II, the Board of Trustees 
approved more than $6 million in spending to 
continue the reconstruction of Blair Hall. 
A little more than half of the mon~s $3.24 
million, will go toward general construction. 
T he remaining $283 million will be spent on 
plumbing, heating, ventilation and the sprin-
kler system. 
Most of the cost of the project will be reim-
bursed by the university's insurance policy. The 
portion of the costs that will not be reimbursed 
will be spent on a 4,800-square-foot addition 
on the west side of the building. 
Jeff Cooley, vice president for business affairs, 
said the total approved for spending is just to fix 
the building's structure. 
"The roof and the design are separate con-
tracts," Cooley said. 
Also on March 11, the board approved a 
lease/purchase agreement for the property at 
I532 Fourth St., which the university plans to 
use as a parking lot. 
Under the agreement, the university will 
lease the property for three years at $I9,900 per 
year. At the end of the lease, Eastern has the 
option to purchase the property for $I47,000. 
It will cost $II ,3 35 to demolish existing 
structures on the property, bringing the toral 
cost of the lease/purchase to $2I8,935. 
T he board also approved the insrallation of a 
sprinkler system in Carman Hall during the 
summers of2005 and 2006. The sprinkler sys-
tem will include a new security system that will 
unlock all stairwell doors if the fire alarm is trig-
gered. 
A new state law requires all university resi-
dence halls to have sprinkler systems by 20I3. 
Mark Hudson, director of housing and din-
ing, said Eastern has been trying to meet the 
goal since before the law was created. 
"This isn't being done because of the law," 
Hudson said. "Wdve been worlcing on this 
since I999." 
Traveling Concert Choir finds right tune in Pennsylvania 
Members sing 
at Saint Vincent 
Archab bey Basilica 
in Pittsburgh 
BY lAuRA GRIFFITH 
ASSOCIATE CAMPUS EDITOR 
Members of Eastern's Concert 
Choir took advantage of an old 
Christmas tradition when they took 
a trip to Pennsylvania over spring 
break to perform in the Saint 
Vincent Archabbey Basilica. 
"I used to perform there with my 
groups, but only at Christmas 
time," said Richard Rossi, an alum-
nus of Saint Vincent College and 
Saint Vincent Seminary and cur-
rent concert choir director and 
assistant music professor at Eastern. 
T hirty-four students, consisting 
of the 3I-member Concert Choir 
and three string players from 
Eastern traveled to Latrobe, Pa. 
March II to tour Saint Vincent 
College and perform at 8 p.m. in 
the Catholic Church on campus, 
the Saint Vincent Archabbey 
Basilica. 
At the basilica, the choir per-
formed a nearly two-hour show in 
front of about 75 people, said soph-
omore music education major 
Sarah Banovic, a soloist and mem-
ber of the choir. T he choir sang I7 
pieces, two of which were long-lost 
compositions by Austrian composer 
Joseph Matthias Kracher. 
"Kracher was a self-taught com-
poser," Rossi said. "H is musical 
compositions, which are exclusively 
sacred, follow the Viennese tradi-
tion as those of Joseph H aydn and 
Michael H aydn." 
The Latrobe monastery's collec-
tion of Kracher's works at Saint 
Vincent can be traced back to Saint 
Vincent's founder, Boniface 
Wimmer, Rossi said. 
Rossi, former conductor of The 
Saint Vincent Camerata and 
founder of The Saint Vincent 
Camerata Chamber Orchestra, has 
been transcribing Kracher's works 
for chamber orchestra and choir 
from the well-preserved, original 
compositions, he said. He is also 
trying to produce a complete con-
ductor's score for the music. 
"Each vocal and instrumental 
part was written on separate parch-
ment sheets in their respective clefs, 
and no full score was provided or 
used," Rossi said. 
T he group left for Pennsylvania 
on March 9 and performed at 
Pittsburgh's Carnegie Museum of 
Art. Banovic said the group casual-
ly sang several of the songs they 
were to perform at the basilica in 
the museum's Hall of Architecture 
as people walked by. 
While in Pittsburgh, the choir 
attended a River City Brass and 
Mendelssohn Choir concert. T he 
SEE CHOIR PAGE 5 
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CAMPUS BRIEFS 
1-3 p.m. D reamv.reavtt Basics in CATS Training Lab 
in McAfee Gym, Room 1214. Dreamweaver is 
Macromedia's premiere software solution for building 
simple or sophisticated Web sites. This session will 
focus on familiarizing participants with the most basic 
features and functions ofDreamweaver. 
3-5 p.m. SPAM: Rt:duce Your Junk E-Mail in 
Booth Library e-dassroom, Room 4450. You love the 
ease of e-mail, but you despise the thought of trudging 
through the junk mail flooding your inbox. This work-
shop will show you how to oontrol and reduce the 
amount ofSPAM appearing in your e-mail. Learn how 
SPAi\1MERS work, how to filter out unwanted mes-
sages, keep your name off these lists and what the 
Government is doing to curb the annoying trend. To 
reserve space in these workshops, call the library admin-
istrative office at 581-6061. Each session is limited to 
24 participants and registration is on a first-oome, first-
served basis. 
BLOTTER 
March 6 a Chevrolet truck was illegally entered and 
vandalized while parked in the S lot on campus. 
TODAY 
54 
38 
Mostly cloudy 
TUESDAY 
47 
37 
Rain/thunder 
SMOKIN' 
WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY 
43 52 59 
30 45 43 
Mostly cloudy Showers Showers 
March 6 a 1995 Chevrolet Blazer was damaged 
while parked in the S lot on campus. 
Firefighters from the Lincoln Fire Protection District work to extinguish a blaze in an abandoned house just north of Charleston on E Street 
late Thursday night. Coles County Sheriff's Deputies and Charleston Police OHicers were also on the scene investigating the possibility of a 
methamphetamine lab in the house. 
March 6 Nioolas C. Morales, 18, of Oak Forest, was 
arrested at Taylor Hall for possession of cannabis. 
ONLINE POLL 
How far will the University of Illinois men's basketball team go in the NCAA Tournament? COUNTING 
DOWN 
March 8 it was reported someone had used a stolen 
cell phone from an Eastern student to open a fraudu-
lent credit card account. 
A) Ill inois wi ll lose to UW Mi lwaukee in the Sweet 16. 
B) They will lose in the Elite Eight. 
C) They wi ll lose in the final. 
D) They wi ll win it al l. March 8 two desks valued at $470 were stolen from 
the Student Publications News Room in Buzzard Hall. VOTE @ TH EDAIL YEASTERNN EWS.COM 15 COLLEGE & UNIVERSITY NEWS 
U. CALIFORNIA-BERKELEY 
Union votes to strike 
BY ALBERT W ANG 
CI'.ILY CALIFORNIAN 
(U .. WIRE) BERKELEY, Cali£ - Afrer oontract 
negotiations reached an impasse earlier this month, 92 
percent of a union representing some 7,000 University 
of California service worl<ers voted last week to give 
the union's bargaining oommittee authority to call a 
strike, officials announced Wednesday night. 
The American Federation of State, County and 
Municipal Employees Local 3299, which has been 
negotiating a new oontract with UC since last July, will 
wait for final results from a state-appointed fact-find-
ing report before making a final decision on whether 
to strike, said Paul Worthman, chief negotiator for the 
union. 
''The strike vote in itself does not mean a strike is 
imminent or that it will happen at all," said UC 
spokesperson Noel Van Nyhuis. 
WTF? 
5-year-old girl cuffed 
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. (AP) - A 5-year-old girl 
was arrested, cuffed and put in back of a police cruis-
er after an outburst at school where she threw books 
and boxes, kicked a teacher in the shins, smashed a 
candy dish, hit an assistant principal in the stomach 
and drew on the walls. 
The students were counting jelly beans as part of a 
math exercise at Fairmount Park Elementary School 
when the lirtle girl began acting silly. T hat's when her 
teacher took away her jelly beans, outraging the child. 
Minutes later, the 40-pound girl was in the back of 
a police cruiser, under arrest for battery. Her hands 
were bound with plastic ties, her ankles in handcuffs. 
"I don't want to go to jail," she said moments after 
her arrest Monday. 
No charges were filed and the girl went home with 
her mother. 
While police say their actions were proper, school 
officials were not pleased with the outcome. 
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The Daily Eastern News is produced by the 
students of Eastern Illinois University. It is 
published daily Monday through Friday, in 
Charleston, Ill., during fall and spring 
semesters and twice weekly during the 
summer term except during school vaca-
tions or examinations. Subscription price: 
$50 per semester, $30 br summer, $95 all 
year. The Daily Eastern News is a member 
of The Associated Press, which is en tided to 
exclusive use of all articles appearing in 
this paper. 
HAVE A SUGGESTION? 
If you have any suggestions or ideas 
for articles you would like to see in 
The Daily Eastern News, feel free to 
oontact us at 581-2812 or by e-mail 
mmwilliams1220@aol.com. 
FIND A MISTAKE? 
Let us know if you find a factual 
error in The News so we can provide 
the correct information to other read-
ers. Contact the editor at 581-2812or 
mmwilliams1220@aol.com. 
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PEOPLE 
Is Demi pregnant? 
N EW YORK (AP) - Demi Moore didn't quite 
answer the question. 
Asked about tabloid stories saying she's pregnant, 
the 42-year-old actress told People magazine: "T he 
rumors are just that: rumors." 
Moore's publicist, Stephen H uvane, issued this 
statement: "H aving another child is something 
Demi would like to do, but she cannot at this time 
say she is pregnant." 
A call to H uvane Friday by T he Associated Press 
wasn't immediately returned. 
Earlier in the week, the would-be father, 27-year-
old Ashton Kutcher, joked about the reports. 
At a news conference promoting his new movie, 
"Guess Who," he said: "Why am I the last person to 
find out everything? I'm going to be a daddy? God, 
no one tells me anything." 
Moore and her second husband, Bruce Willis, 
divorced in 2000. They have three daughters. 
Days 
unti l 
city elections 
WORD 
DU JOUR 
impasse 
1 . a position or 
situation from 
which there is no 
escape; deadlock 
2 . a road or way 
that has no outlet; 
cui de sac. 
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Student government ready for elections Spring Student 
Government 
BY KRISTY MELLENDORF 
STAFF WRITER 
Spring Student Government elec-
tions are coming quickly, and all posi-
tions are available to student leaders 
who wish to run for election. 
The vice president of Smdent Affuirs 
position is responsible for being in 
charge of Student Leadership Council, 
Unity Week (which involves unifying 
the campus), meeting with the execu-
tive vice president once a month and 
the student adviser for Student 
Government twice a month, said Matt 
Kulp, the current vice president of 
Student Affairs. 
"I saw what the position was doing 
and believed in what it was doing for 
the students," Kulp said. 
Kulp, who has also served as the 
chairman of the Housing Committee, 
ran for the position two years ago and 
was unsuccessful. 
"It's important to know how 
Student Government works. Every 
member needs experience and to 
know how the school is run," Kulp 
said. 
Another position in Student 
Government is that of executive vice 
president, which is currently held by 
Adam Howell. The executive vice 
president is responsible for state 
issues regarding higher education as 
well as running the Student Action 
Team. 
"It can be very difficult to get 
involved because Student 
Government takes a lot of time and 
dedication," said Howell. 
Howell was able to learn about the 
position from his predecessor, Bill 
Davidson, who was also the first per-
son to get him interested in public 
affairs. 
"I am responsible for developing 
programs involving the students and 
being the student to represent the 
students in affairs with the dean," 
said Dirk Muffler, the current vice 
president of Academic Affairs. 
Student body president and vice 
president for Financial Affairs are 
also open for application. 
To be elected to these positions a 
student must have at least a 2.5 
GPA, be a full-time student, be in 
good standing with Eastern and 
submit a petition with 100 signa-
tures and correct addresses. 
Petitions can be picked up at the 
Student Activities Center in the 
Martin Luther King Jr. University 
Union and should be returned no 
later than noon April I to Chris 
Getty, whose office is also in the 
Student Activities Center. 
"This election seems to have the 
potential to mobilize students in 
greater numbers than past elections 
have," Howell said. 
WHILE WE WERE GONE 
Election limeline 
+ Noon April1 : 
Applications due to Chris 
Getty in the Student Activities 
Center of the Martin Luther 
King Jr. University Union. 
+ 7:30 p.m. April 4: 
Meeting for all candidates in 
the Arcolaffuscola Room of 
the Union. 
+ 7 p.m. April 7: Candidate 
Debate in Buzzard 
Auditorium. 
+ 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. April 
12-13: Elections (students 
may vote at the Union, 
Student Recreation Center and 
Coleman and Carman halls). 
+ April13: Election results 
wi ll be announced. 
TE P HEN DAILYEASTERNNEWS 
A Charleston High School student surrendered to authorities after threatening suicide March 16, according to a press release from the Charleston 
Police Department. The 17-year-old male, whose name has not been released, left a residence on the west side of Charleston armed with a semi-auto-
matic pistol. Police were notified at 2:21 p.m. by one of the boy's parents. Police were able to locate the boy's vehicle on Madison Avenue and stopped 
him in the parking lot of Prairie View Care Center on 18th Street where family members and friends talked the boy into surrendering at 4 p.m. 
Charleston High School football coach and teacher Brian Halsey assisted in talking the boy out of taking his own life. 
Charleston vandal arrested 
STAFF REPORT 
Police arrested a man suspecred to have been 
involved with vandalizing walls and signs 
throughout Charleston on or near February 21. 
According to a press release from the 
Charleston Police Department, Joseph M. 
Beurskens, 20, of 921 lOth Street, was arrested 
and charged with criminal damage to state-sup-
ported property. 
Beurskens was placed in Coles County Safety 
and Detention Center. 
The ongoing investigation may lead to further 
arrest, according to the press release. 
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Faculty 
answering 
questioning 
questions 
Workshop focuses 
on habits in the 
classroom 
BY jENNIFER PERYAM 
ADMINISTRATION EDITOR 
Faculty will get the opportunity 
today to attend a workshop that will 
teach them how to pose effective 
questions in the classroom. 
Faculty Development is sponsoring 
a workshop tided, "A New Look At 
Questioning" that will allow faculty to 
learn new ways of examining ques-
tioning strategies and tips on breaking 
old questioning habits. 
The workshop will be lead by Judy 
Barbour, associate professor of early 
childhood, elementary and middle 
level education. 
"Little training is given in methods 
courses on how to best utilize oral 
questions, and educators often fall in 
bad habits," Barbour said. 
Barbour will provide tools and new 
ways of looking at questioning 
through handouts and activities that 
will be part of the session. 
"Both students and teachers can 
benefit from improved questioning 
techniques," Barbour said. 
Through this workshop, Barbour 
hopes faculty will encourage more 
lively, thought-provoking class discus-
sions. 
"Faculty will also be encouraged to 
enhance their questioning techniques 
while giving students time to formu-
late answers and strive for active learn-
ing," said Mildred Pearson, director of 
faculty development. 
Pearson hopes that the workshop 
will allow for more creativity in the 
classroom when concerning question-
ing practices. 
"As a faculty member, my desire is 
to use effective questioning whereby 
students can make discoveries and be 
challenged to think more critically," 
Pearson said. 
"A New Look At Questioning" will 
be from 3 to 4 p.m. today in the 
Martinsville Room of the Martin 
Luther King Jr. University Union. 
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union r--------------------------------------------------------• 
Bookstore 
Eastern Illinois University 
25o/o off Shorts 
Sale Runs March 21st - March 27th 
Store Hou rs: 
Monday - Thursday 8:00am to 7:00pm 
Friday 8:00am to 4:30pm 
Saturday !O:OOam to 4:00pm 
Sunday 1:00pm to 5:00pm 
Ph o ne (217) 581-5821 
lFax (217) 58 1-6625 
Panther Specials!!! 
,..,...1', ....... : l~~ :~~ l'"?':"''tj 
~·&IS... - t hOQSQ 
great specials! 
Oil Tin~ 
Change Rotit1on 
Lube & Filter Balance 
$1695 $2400 
Most Cars & Lctlt Truc::ks 
Up to 5 qts. Most Cars & Light Truct<s 
Mcble a Kesdel 10WXI Speciality Wlools $32.00 
oxpflls 3/31/05 expires 3131/05 
Radiator Wheel Flush and 
Fill Service Alignment 
$5995 1/2 Off 
RJsh system and r efill ~ 
up to 2 gal. of coolant. 'Wil'l Put:haseof4 Tns 
Oexeoot extra. li'nft one oxpflls 3/31/QS 
coupon per visit. 
oxpflls 3/31/05 
Free Brake Inspection 
§gj~'lff=t'(L/illtl7(§ 
a n d Auto S e rvi c e Inc . 
Charleston Paris 
Brian G. Sweet Wm. Glen Sweet 
417 Madison Ave. 301 W. Court St. 
345-2130 1 blk. West of Square 
Free 866-793-3882 465-84 73 
Free 866-808 8472 
~--------------------------------------------------------
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COLUMN 
I'm here to talk 
about the negatives 
MICHAEL 
SCHROEDER 
SENIOR, HISTORY 
EDUCATION MAJOR 
Schroeder is the 
opinion page 
editorfor The 
Daily Eastern 
News. 
So once again I was consumed by the sports world on 
the first day of the NCAA Men's Basketball Tournament; 
however, this year I wasn't watching basketball. I was 
watching the congressional steroid hearings on 1V and 
constandy reading about it online and in the papers the 
next day. 
I saw and read about Major League Baseball being 
embarrassed in front of the entire country. Donald 
Fehr, head of MLB's players union and MLB 
Commissioner Bud Selig both were grilled by 
Congress. Drawing the most attention were the state-
ments from MLB players. 
Mark McGwire, 'the man who saved baseball' came 
away the worst, with the absurd excuse of'Tm here to 
talk about the positive and not the negative, I'm not here 
to talk about the past." Coming just short of pleading the 
Fifth Amendment, McGwire came off guilty in the court 
of public opinion. 
All the other ballplayers outside of Jose Canseco, who 
seemed more interested in promoting his book, denied 
using steroids. All but McGwire, who hid behind his 
lawyers, and Sammy Sosa, who hid behind his inter-
preter, answered many questions. 
However, following the hearing coverage and water 
cooler conversation did not focus on what was impor-
tant. 
The important part took place in the hearings prior to 
the ballplayer's statements and was given by Donald 
Hooton and Raymond and Denise Garibaldi. They are 
parents of high school and college students who, accord-
ing to their parents, in the quest for athletic success fol-
lowed in the footsteps of baseball players and used 
steroids. 
Unfortunately, these stories did not end in home nm 
records and million-dollar contracts but suicide after suf-
fering from depression and psychological problems trig-
gered by the steroid use. 
For those wondering why Congress is getting involved 
in baseball instead of worrying about our national securi-
ty and the budget, this is why - the lives of those high 
school athletes who are using the steroids. 
While most people who use steroids don't die from it, 
the effects are munerous and range from something as 
simple as acne to more serious issues such as liver disease 
and other psychological problems including depression 
and 'roid rage.' 
According to the New Yom Times, some doctors esti-
mate that there are 500,000 to one million high school 
students or more, using steroids. Clearly there has been a 
trickle down effect in the world of sports. 
In order to get the big contract, professionals feel a 
need to take steroids. In order to make it to the pros 
those in college or the minor leagues feel a need to take 
steroids. In order to get the college scholarships high 
school students feel a need to take steroids. 
This is a problem. 
MLB's lack of action combined with its players going 
from a slim 180-pound 25-home nm-a-year right fielder 
to a thick 220-pound right fielder hitting 60 home runs a 
year with a noticeably larger cranium (last time I checked 
the head didn't grow nanu-ally like that) has given the 
message that steroids are ok. 
As much as professional baseball players don't want to 
admit it, they are role models, especially when it comes to 
how to become successfi.tl in sports. 
This is why these hearings are important. Yes, we all 
know the dangers of steroid use, but the message that 
they are wrong has not been conveyed by those who 
needed to convey it. 
It took far too long and should not have required tear-
jerking testimony from those who have lost family mem-
bers to steroids, but luckily those who are looked up to 
by millions on the local ball fidds have final~)~ without 
doubt, condemned steroid use. 
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Street sale brings education 
As most students returning from spring break 
have already discovered, Seventh Street has been 
closed to make way for the Doudna Fine Arts 
Center expansion, which will be extended 
across the street. 
The process that allowed that street to be 
closed was another fine example of the universi-
ty and Charleston working together. In 
exchange for the street, which was owned by the 
city, Eastern gave the city 4,440 credit hours. 
Those hours will be given to local high school 
students via need-based scholarships. 
At issue 
Eastern paying 
Charleston for 
Seventh Street 
with credit 
hours to be 
given to local 
high school 
students. 
Our stance 
Charleston 
It stops Eastern from having to write the large 
check, which in the current financial crunch 
would not be an easy pill to swallow, and it gives 
Charleston an excellent way to improve the 
community. 
The cost of education is continually growing 
making it very difficult for many people, includ-
ing many families in Charleston to afford col-
lege. 
This is an excellent way to make a college 
degree more attainable for many Charleston res-
idents. 
The city and Eastern have long worked 
together in various capacities including the 
officials did an 
excellent job of 
looking out for 
the community 
with this act 
recently purchased ladder truck for the fire 
department and the protection and plarming needed every 
The decision to use this sale as an opportuni-
ty to help put its residents through college 
instead or padding the city's bank account is a 
relieving gesture. Charleston's city officials truly did what 
year to hold a smooth homecoming parade and weekend. was best for their residents with this act. 
Eastern could have paid Charleston $611,610, the 
value of 4,440 credit hours, for the street, but this method 
of payment makes far more sense. 
The editorial is the majority opinion of 
The Daily Eastern News editorial board. 
YOUR TURN: LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
MEDIA SHOULDN'T MAKE 
YOUR DECISIONS 
While I was reading the article enti-
tled "Women depicted as sexual 
objects," I was disgusted with what was 
implied. I will admit that I have little 
faith in most people; I am a daily wit-
ness to the stupidity of people. 
However, when the article implied 
that people are truly influenced by the 
media even I was surprised. 
It was implied that the media influ-
ences people to the point that they get 
plastic surgery, go rape or kill someone, 
or whatever else is portrayed. 
Ridiculous! 
If people are so ignorant that they 
cannot separate reality from fiction they 
should be put out of their misery. 
Are people really this stupid? Are 
people not aware of the fact that they 
are in control of their own lives and 
choose what they want to do with 
them? 
The media doesn't control you. I 
never realized that Americans are this 
ignorant. 
And what is the ideal woman? Is it a 
"6-foot tall, 95-pound woman''? She is 
not my ideal woman. 
The ideal woman of most men is a 
woman that they can actually have an 
intelligent conversation with. One that 
is not completely obsessed with looks. 
My opinion was influenced by my 
experiences, not the media. 
Bottom line is that people need to 
think for themselves and realize that 
media is entertainment and nothing 
else. If you, as a person, cannot see past 
that then I have a quote from my moth-
er for you "Grow up!" 
DAVID A . ROTSCH 
SENIOR CHEMISTRY MAJOR 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastem News accepts letters 
to the editor addressing local, state, national and international issues. 
They should be less than 250 words and include the authors' name, 
telephone number and address. Students should indicate their year in 
school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate 
their position and department. letters whose authors cannot be veri-
fied will not be printed. We reserve the right to edit letters for length. 
letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard 
Hall, Charleston ll61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; ore-mailed to 
mmwilliams1220@aol.com. 
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CHOIR: 
(oNnNUED FROM PACE 1 
concert consisted of many opera pieces as 
well as a West Side Story arrangement and 
"America the Beautiful," Banovic said. 
On March II, the group took a tour of 
Saint Vincent College in Latrobe and had a 
recording session from I to 4 p.m. 
"We recorded six of our pieces," 
Banovic said. "That way we could do the 
pieces a couple times." 
One of Banovic's favorite parts of the 
trip was listening to the recording on the 
way home, she said. 
"I have never heard our group sound so 
amazing," she said. 
The concert at the basilica was also 
recorded, and the choir members will get 
a copy of the performance on CD, 
Banovic said. Some of the songs per-
formed at the concert were songs the 
choir had been working on since last year, 
and a few they had only begun to learn two 
weeks before the trip, she said. 
The choir sang a prelude for the sta-
tions of the cross at 7 p.m. in the basilica, 
and sang songs in the seminary infirmary 
for the monks who were not able to make 
it to the concert. Performing for the 
monks was the highlight of the trip for 
Banovic. 
"We sang '0 Magnum Mysterium' by 
Morton Lauridsen and it was the best we 
had ever sung it," Banovic said. "I think 
we were all crying by the end." 
The choir had been saving money from 
local performances around Charleston 
and in Champaign for the past two years 
to take the trip. 
"I was so proud of the work we accom-
plished," Banovic said. "I was able to get 
to know some of the members of the choir 
that I didn't know so well before the trip." 
EastemAMA 
chapter ties 
for award 
Collier hoping to switch presidencies 
American Marketing 
Association offers career 
assistance, community 
service opportunities 
BY CHRIS CALVERT 
STAFF WRITER 
Black Student Union 
president to run for 
student body president 
BY jESS KINSELLA 
STAFF WRITER 
Jeff Collier, current president of the 
Black Student Union, has announced his 
intention to run for student body presi-
dent in the upcoming spring Student 
Government elections. 
Collier said he is concerned about 
effectively representing all student organ-
izations and uniting the campus. 
Collier has assembled a party of three 
students who plan to join him in the race 
including Sherman Thomas, who is run-
ning for executive vice president; Chris 
Hightower, who is running for vice pres-
ident of Students Affairs; and Clifton 
Wingfield, who is running for vice pres-
ident of Business 
Affairs. 
Wingfield, a finance 
major who will be in 
charge of balancing 
budgets and organiz-
ing money if elected, 
said he would berter jEFF COLLIER 
inform students of 
where their money is going. 
Collier said he has many goals as a can-
didate for student body president. One, 
he said, is to strengthen the Eastern com-
munity's relationship with the city of 
Charleston. 
"(Collier) has a passion for servicing 
the community and can handle responsi-
bilities," Wingfield said. 
Also, Collier said he wants to make 
himself available to all students so that he 
better represents everyone on campus. 
"I have been wanting to (hold the 
position) since I've been in the Student 
Senate," Collier said. 
Collier has had three years of experi-
ence working with students on campus 
as a part of Eastern's Student 
Government. 
If elected, Collier plans to bring a new 
program called the Student Leaders Hall 
of Fame to Eastern's campus. The hall 
would honor and recognize students who 
have a high GPA and good academics. 
"There already is an Alumni Hall of 
Fame, but you have to wait two years to 
be on it and there is the Outstanding 
Senior Award, but only one person is rec-
ognized," Collier said. 
Collier said more students have the 
opportunity to be recognized for their 
academic achievements with a Student 
Leaders Hall of Fame. 
Collier said his job as president would 
be to give students what they want and 
work effectively with the administration 
for students to resolve student issues. 
To help her find a job after graduating from Eastern, 
Amy Buttram looked to Eastern's local chapter of the 
American Marketing Association. 
The American Marketing Association is a profession-
al marketing organization with more than 400 colle-
giate and professional chapters internationally. 
"I wanted to join something in my major, and with 
the job economy being down last year I wanted some-
thing to help me find a job," said Buttram, a senior 
marketing major. 
Eric Vahling, a senior management major and 
Eastern's AMA chapter president, said the purpose of 
the AMA is to develop its members professionally for 
their careers, further expand their knowledge of mar-
keting and business activities and gain real world 
insight and information of career opportunities. 
Vahling said one of AMA's goals this year is "focusing 
on leadership transitions and getting some continuity 
from year to year." 
To inform members of AMA about the marketing 
profession and how to succeed in the profession, AMA 
invites six speakers, including vice presidents of compa-
nies, throughout the year to speak at its meetings. 
Rice seeks China's help on North Korea 
The Eastern AMA chapter organizes many commu-
nity service projects each year. Four times a year, the 
chapter holds food drives in the resident halls on cam-
pus. 
THE ASSOCIATED P RESS 
BEIJING Secretary of State 
Condoleezza Rice on Sunday sought fur-
ther help from China in gerting North 
Korea back to nuclear disarmament talks 
and aired U.S. concerns about Beijing's 
bellicose rhetoric on Taiwan. 
As part of a two-day visit to the Chinese 
capital, Rice took time to attend a Palm 
Sunday church service at one of the city's 
few state-sanctioned churches. Although 
Rice has previously said the United States 
is not satisfied with religious freedom in 
communist China, she let her presence at 
Gangwashi Christian Church speak for 
itsel£ 
Rice, a regular churchgoer who has 
described herself as deeply religious, lis-
tened to an English translation of the 
Chinese sermon. As she and her American 
delegation left, the minister said "God 
bless the United States." 
On Monday morning local time, Rice 
met Chinese Foreign Minister Li 
Zhaoxing and other senior officials. 
"We have agreed that we have many 
interests in common. When we have dif-
ferences, we can handle them and address 
them with respect," Rice told Li. 
China was the final stop on a weeklong 
tour of Asian capitals for Rice, and it was 
the most delicate for America's new chief 
diplomat. President Bush's second-term 
pledge to carry democratic ideals around 
the globe has met with suspicion in 
China, where government control 
remains a strong and constant fact of daily 
life. 
The United States is cooperating with 
China on several fronts, including six-
nation talks over North Korea's nuclear 
program. But Washington has complaints 
about China's record on human rights, its 
UNIVERSITY VILlAGE 
NOW LEASING!!-28 Fom Bedroom Homes and 
96 Three Bedroom Duplexes 
NEW CONSTRUCTION!! For Fall 2005 
treatment of dissidents and the rampant 
piracy of movies, books and other goods. 
Rice also suggested that European gov-
ernments would be acting irresponsibly if 
they sold sophisticated weaponry to 
China that might one day be used against 
U.S. forces in the Pacific. 
"It is the United States, not Europe, 
that is defending the Pacific," Rice said, 
adding that South Korea and Japan are 
contributing resources to keep the Asia-
Pacific region stable. 
The European Union soon may lift an 
arms embargo on China that was imposed 
after the I989 crackdown on pro-democ-
racy protesters in Tiananmen Square. 
Lifting the embargo would allow sale of 
technology and weapons that China badly 
wants to modernize its military. China 
recently has gone on a military spending 
spree that Rice said concerns the United 
States. 
Vahling said the end of the year drive is the most suc-
cessful because many people are moving out and get-
ting rid of a lot food. 
The chapter also sponsors and organizes blood drives 
with the Donor Blood Service of lllinois. 
Another service the Eastern AMA chapter helps with 
is the recruiting of students at Eastern. It gives prospec-
tive student tours multiple times a year Vahling said. 
Members also visit high schools to talk to business 
classes about careers in marketing and business, and 
also to give information to prospective business majors. 
This year at the 44th Annual St. Louis Chapter 
Collegiate Marketing Conference at Maryville 
University, Eastern's chapter tied with Illinois State 
University for the Outstanding Collegiate Chapter 
Award. 
A winner is selected after a panel of judges review the 
strategies, goals and accomplishments that a chapter 
wants to achieve during the academic year. 
"ISU was last year's international chapter winner so 
it feels really good to know that we have improved so 
much to tie with them," Vahling said. 
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Great Featmes: Internet/Cable, Washers/Dryers in tmit, 
Front Porches, 4 acre park, Basketball, Sand Volleyball, 
Frisbee Golf. 
PHANTOM OFTHEOPERA(PG13)DAILY 7:00 
All single story homes-no stairs to climb. 
Plenty of parking!! 
Checkus out at: · · .. · ·~·'-"" 
(PG) ON TWO SCREENS 3:45 
6:30 7:50 9:00 10:05 
(R) 4:40 7:20 9:55 
PACIFIER (PG) 4:00 6:45 9:15 
COOL (PG 13) 4:30 7:10 9:50 
OF A MAD BLACK WOMAN (PG 13) 
7:30 10:10 
DOLLAR BABY (PG 13) 5:15 
OF THE HOUSE (PG 13) 5:00 7:40 
(PG 13) 4:15 7:00 10:00 
(R) 5:45 8:30 
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Photographer retraces 
Lewis and Clark's steps 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
CHICAGO - An Evanston pho-
tographer has taken his camera to 
retrace the steps of the most fumous 
expedition in American history. 
Richard Mack's 248 color photo-
graphs chronicle the 7,600-mile jour-
ney of Meriwether Lewis and William 
Clark's group, the Corps of Discovery, 
as it made its way up the Missouri 
River into the newly acquired 
Louisiana Territory, the Pacific Ocean, 
and back again. 
His photographs of the Yellowstone 
River, Missouri's White Cliffs, Native 
American villages and other sites Lewis 
and Clark came upon are featured in a 
new book called "The Lewis & Clark 
Trail American Landscapes." A selec-
tion of the photographs, one of many 
tributes marking the 200th anniver-
sary of the expedition, are on display 
in Chicago at the River East Art 
Center. 
HUSBAND CHARGED WITH 
FIRST-DEGREE MURDER 
CHICAGO - An unemployed 
cabdriver, now charged with first-
degree murder in the bludgeoning 
death of his estranged wife, was 
stopped for allegedly stalking her in 
January, authorities said. 
James R Pender Jr., 53, of Harwood 
Heights is suspected of beating 
Therese Pender with a hammer last 
Wednesday after following her as she 
walked home from a Metra train sta-
tion in River Forest. He was arrested 
that day, and on Friday he was ordered 
held without bond. 
Court documents indicate Therese 
Pender, a 4I-year-old legal secretary, 
had feared for her life. In December, 
she had filed for divorce and obtained 
a protection order against James 
Pender, saying he had threatened to 
kill her. 
21-YEAR-OLD GORILLA 
DIES AT ZOO 
CLEVELAND - Brooks, a 2I-
year-old lowland gorilla who was 
moved from Chicago to the Cleveland 
Metroparks Zoo, has died after being 
anesthetized for an examination. 
Veterinarians had anesthetized the 
gorilla on Thursday so they could 
check him for a persistently swollen 
tongue that was making it difficult for 
him to swallow. The 380-pound ani-
mal had trouble breathing soon after 
he was injected, and then his heart 
stopped beating, zoo officials said. 
Results of an examination to deter-
mine the gorilla's cause of death 
should be available in about two 
weeks, zoo spokeswoman Sue Allen 
said. 
KINDERGARTEN STUDENTS 
TAKE UP QUILT-MAKING 
GERMANTOWN HILLS 
Although most of the kids were only 
5- years- old, kindergartners at 
Located in the Martin Luther 
King, Jr. University Union 
we accept dining dollars 
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we accept dining dollars 
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we accept dining dollars 
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Germantown Hills Elementary School 
were helping create quilts. 
Jackie O 'Laughlin, a physical edu-
cation teacher at the school, said the 
kindergartners were in their second 
year for quilt-making. The quilt pro-
gram began with a pioneer program 
the third grade has been involved in 
for the past five years. 
'Third-graders spend a month with 
pioneer activities," O 'Laughlin said. 
'They go out to Sommer Park and 
read ' Little House on the Prairie."' 
O 'Laughlin said the book by Laura 
Ingalls Wilder provided the idea for 
the project. 
ILLINOIS OFFERING EXTRA 
HELP TO MILITARY 
SPRINGFIELD -The two years of 
war in Iraq have been two years of 
uncertainty for lllinoisans in the mili-
tary. The troops don't know where they 
will serve, what dangers they'll face or 
how their families will be affected. 
The state has been trying to reduce 
some of that uncertainty, at least on the 
homefront. 
Illinois created a Military Family 
Relief Fund to aid the families of 
those called to active duty in the 
reserves and the National Guard, and 
10 other states have since adopted the 
idea, officials say. 
It also started offering roughly 
$268,000 to the families of those killed 
on active duty, something it has long 
done for the fumilies of slain police 
and firefighters. 
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Chicago anti-war 
protest draws 
hundreds of police 
CHICAGO (AP) - Hundreds of 
police officers, some in riot gear, lined 
the streets of downtown Chicago 
Saturday as anti-war protesters com-
memorated the second anniversary of 
the U.S.led invasion of Iraq. 
About a thousand demonstrators 
walked from the city's Gold Coast 
neighb01hood to the Federal Plaza 
where a rally was held. It was one of 
dozens of similar protests held across 
the country and in some parts of 
Europe. 
The colorful gathering included 
parents pushing strollers, senior cit-
izens and teenagers with pierced 
lips. The All-American Anti-War 
Marching Band, dressed in red, 
played music and twirled green 
flags. 
The hour-long march created 
only minor traffic delays. Five peo-
ple were arrested for disorderly con-
duct, Chicago police said. 
Organizers had asked for a permit 
to march along Michigan Avenue, 
but the city denied that request, say-
ing the march would be too disrup-
tive and cause traffic jams. The 
activists sued to reverse the city's 
decision but on March II a federal 
judge dismissed the lawsuit. 
The protesters, however, still 
gathered and were able to negotiate 
an alternative route with police. 
Two years ago, thousands of pro-
testers disrupted traffic on Lake 
Shore Drive when they walked 
onto the roadway during rush 
hour. 
Earl Silbar, of Chicago, said the 
city's permit denial was meant to 
keep protesters away from the city's 
tony Michigan Avenue shopping 
district. 
'They don't want to show the 
size of the opposition (to the war)," 
Silbar said. "It's a free country if 
you agree with the government." 
Police Superintendent Philip 
Cline was among those who 
walked behind the protesters. He 
said police were trying to accom-
modate the marchers while keeping 
traffic moving. 
"We want to let them have the 
opportunity to march," Cline said. 
The first two arrests occurred at 
the corner of Oak Street and 
Michigan Avenue. 
Friends of the two arrested men 
identified them as the Rev. Dan 
Dale, interim pastor at Wellington 
Avenue United Church of Christ in 
Chicago, and Brad Lyttle, a Quaker 
and longtime peace activist. 
"We were trying to disperse and 
they wouldn't let us ... They've got 
two pacifists in their paddywagon," 
a handcuffed Dale shouted to his 
friends. 
The Daily Eastern News 
is accepting 
applications for 
Advertising 
Representatives 
a Designers 
for Summer a Fall 
2005 
applications are available in the 
Student Publications office 
call 581-2812 (or in 
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Gas prices hit record highs and are expected to rise 
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Gas prices 
jumped nearly 13 cents in the past 
two weeks, reaching record levels as 
retail prices began to catch up with 
soaring crude oil prices, an industry 
analyst said Sunday. 
Prices should continue to rise in 
the weeks ahead on strong demand 
and supply problems caused by the 
transition to cleaner-burning gasoline 
mixtures as summer approaches, said 
Trilby Lundberg, who publishes the 
semimonthly Lundberg Survey of 
7,000 gas stations across the country. 
The average retail price for all 
three grades increased 12.74 cents to 
$2.13 per gallon between March 4 
and March 18, according to the sur-
vey. 
The most popular grade, self-serve 
regular, was priced at $2. 10 a gallon, 
while customers paid $2.20 for mid-
grade. Premium averaged $2.29 a 
gallon for the period. 
This is the largest price hike since 
the run-up to May 21, 2004, when 
prices hit a previous record of $2.10, 
Lundberg said. 
Prices reflect sharp hikes in the cost 
of crude oil in recent weeks, Lundberg 
said. On Friday, sweet crude for April 
delivery reached $56.72 a barrel up 
more than 8 cents from a month ear-
lier. 
That translates into a retail price 
hike of20 cents per gallon. 
Seasonal changes in the formula 
used to produce cleaner gas mix-
tures and building demand will 
also contribute to higher prices in 
the weeks ahead, she said. 
"There are not any gas price fac-
tors that indicate anywhere but 
up," Lundberg said. 
The Organization of Petroleum 
Exporting Countries agreed last 
week to boost its output quota by 
500,000 barrels a day, or 1.9 per-
cent. But since members are 
already producing above their 
quotas, no extra supply will actu-
ally be added, analysts said. 
OPEC's next meeting is June 7. 
The lowest gas price in the 
nation among stations surveyed 
by Lundberg over the past two 
weeks was $1.91 for regular 
unleaded in Newark, N.J. The 
highest was $2.34 per gallon in 
Honolulu. 
Kidnapped 9-year-old girl's sexual assault confinned 
THE ASSOCIATED P RESS 
HOMOSASSA, Fla. - A convicted 
sex offender entered Jessica 
Lunsford's house through an 
unlocked door, snatched the 9-year-
old girl from her bed and later sexual-
ly assaulted her, authorities said 
Sunday. 
Medical examiners confirmed the 
sexual assault by examining her body. 
But because suspect John Evander 
Couey was under the influence of 
drugs, detectives might never know 
how long she was held before she was 
slain, Citrus Counry Sheriff Jeff 
Dawsysaid. 
Couey, 46, confessed to kidnap-
ping and killing Jessica after taking a 
lie-detector test Friday in Georgia, 
officials said. The girl's body was 
found early Saturday, more than three 
weeks after she vanished from her 
bedroom. 
AT LEAST 16 INJURED IN 
MOUNTAIN EXPLOSION 
PAONIA, Colo. - Three young-
sters were missing and 16 other peo-
ple were injured after a fiery explosion 
that destroyed a remote mountain 
lodge as people started arriving for a 
family reunion, authorities said 
Sunday. 
The three missing youngsters, ages 
3, 12, and 15, were all from the same 
fl 
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family, Delta County Sheriff Fred 
McKee said. 
"We are very concerned that they 
were last seen in the lodge," he said. 
The explosion Saturday at the 
Electric Mountain Lodge may have 
been caused by propane, which was 
used for heating, the sheriff said. 
SENATE PROLONGS BRAIN-
DAMAGED WOMAN'S LIFE 
WASHINGTON - The Senate 
passed a bill that could prolong Terri 
Schiavo's life while House 
Republicans, stalled by Democrats, 
scrambled to bring enough lawmakers 
back to the Capitol for an emergency 
vote early Monday. 
President Bush rushed back from 
his Texas ranch for a chance to sign 
the measure that could trigger a feder-
al court review and a quick restoration 
of feeding tubes needed to keep the 
brain-damaged Florida woman alive. 
Republican supporters said the 
"Palm Sunday Compromise" would 
protect the constitutional rights of a 
disabled person, and denied sugges-
tions that they viewed the case as an 
A Variety Show Taken To The Extreme 
Thur. March 24th @ 7PM 
7th St. Underground 
AuaK:r l izzie il•n 
:'My Bipolar Road Trip in 4 · Ir 
Mon. March 28@ 7pm 
Grand Ballroom 
Student Stand-Up 
An Open Mic Comedy Show: 
Thurs. March 31 v~ 
7th St. Underground 
Sign·up @ 8:30pm; Show @ 9pm 
opportunity to shore up support 
among religious conservatives ahead 
of next year's elections. 
RESEARCHERS FIND 
JAPANESE SUBMARINE 
HONOLULU - The wreckage of 
a large World War IT-era Japanese sub-
marine has been found by researchers 
in waters off Hawaii. 
A research team from the 
University of Hawaii discovered the I-
401 submarine Thursday during test 
dives off Oahu. 
"We thought it was rocks at first, it 
was so huge," said Terry Kerby, pilot 
of the research craft that found the 
vessel. "But the sides of it kept going 
up and up and up, three and fOur sto-
ries tall. It's a leviathan down there, a 
monster." 
The submarine is from the I-400 
Sensuikan Toku class of subs, the 
largest built befOre the nuclear ballistic 
missile submarines of the 1960s. 
SYMPHONIES FROM 
MCDONALD'S TO MOZART 
NEW YORK - A McDonald's 
commercial inspired Sung Jin Hong 
to become a conductor of classical 
music. 
It wasn't a juicy burger that seduced 
the then-14-year-old but a girl playing 
a Beethoven piece on piano. Now, at 
29, the Korean-born, Vienna-trained 
conductor leads his own orchestra in 
New York, called One World 
Symphony. 
This weekend, they performed 
Bizet's blood-stirring, love-and-death 
"Carmen" before the altar of a church 
in Manhattan's theater district. 
DOCTOR DIES IN FARM 
ACCIDENT 
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. - Dr. Fay 
Boozman, who was appointed direc-
tor of the Arkansas Health 
Department in 1999 after an unsuc-
cessful bid for the U.S. Senate, died 
Saturday in an apparent farm acci-
dent. He was 58. 
Boozman was working by himself 
in his barn in Rogers when part of the 
barn gave way and crushed him. 
Boozman, a Republican, ran 
unsuccessfully fur the Senate in 1998, 
losing to Democratic Sen. Blanche 
Lincoln. 
SINGERS WIN PRIZES AT 
OPERA COMPETITION 
NEW YORK - Nine rising young 
opera singers who survived a competi-
tion as daunting as "American Idol" 
got their first chance Sunday to per-
form on the stage of the Metropolitan 
Opera House accompanied by full 
orchestra. If history is any guide, 
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some of them will be back there soon. 
The nine were the best among 
more than 1,500 would-be stars who 
entered the Met National Council's 
51st annual auditions. Those who 
made it through district-level compe-
titions went on to regional auditions, 
and 22 semifinalists were then invited 
to New York, where they sang to 
piano accompaniment last week. 
COURT-MARTIAL A CASE 
FULL OF NAVY SECRETS 
SAN DIEGO - The court-martial 
of a Navy SEAL lieutenant accused of 
abusing a prisoner in Iraq is a case full 
of secrets even the defendant's name 
is classified. 
The SEAL is accused of punching 
an Iraqi detainee in the arm and 
allowing his men to abuse the prison-
er, who later died during CIA interro-
gation at Baghdad's Abu Ghraib 
prison. 
He faces a trial set to begin Monday 
on charges of assault, dereliction of 
duty and conduct unbecoming an 
officer. 
The Navy is taking extraordinary 
precautions to protect the identity of 
its terrorist-hunting SEALs, members 
of an elite force named for Sea, Air, 
Land. The lieutenant will be referred 
to only by the first letter of his last 
name, as will all SEAL personnel in 
the courtroom. 
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HELP WANTED 
Computer programmer full time 
position open for Effingham, 
Illinois medical office. Starting 
salary from $40,000 to $60,000 
per year depending on training, 
experience, and skills. Benefits 
included. Email resume to pro-
grammerccrnc@ hotmail.com 
________ 3121 
Get paid to think. Make $75 tak-
ing on-line surveys. www.mon-
eyauthor.com. 
________ 3122 
Stoutin Premium Ice Casey, IL 
SUMMER DELIVERY DRIVER: 
COL Required or Obtainable. 
Full or Part Time, Great 
Summer Income. Incentive 
Bonuses. Good Driving Record 
is a Must. Neat Appearance and 
Good Customer Service Skills 
Required. Phone 217-932-
4614. 
--------~~1 
FOR RENT 
House For Rent 2-3 bedroom 
house, 5 block walk from 
square, washer/dryer, excellent 
parking trash included, no pets. 
Available now.345-9665 
________ 3121 
For Lease Fall 2005 3 bedroom 
house, 5 blocks walk from 
square, washer/dryer, excellent 
parking, trash included, no 
pets.345-9665 
________ 3121 
TWO BLOCKS FROM CAM-
PUS 3 BEDROOM APT. 
THREE PEOPLE $235 EACH. 
10 MONTH LEASE OPTIONAL. 
OFF-STREET PARKING, 
TRASH INCLUDED. 345-3554. 
________ 3122 
Williams Rentals 
Still Available 
3 bedroom house 
close to campus 
washer, dryer, 
front and back porch, 
parking 
FOR RENT 
Group of 3 females needed for 
Fall '05. Exlremely nice house 2 
blocks from Buzzard. 5 bed-
room, 3 bath, d.w., 2 sets of 
w/d, low utilities. No pets 
please. Call 217-549-3566. 
________ .3/31 
Attention Students: Nice Cozy 3 
bedroom house still available 
for 05-06 school year. Close to 
campus washer/dryer,stove, 
fridge,dishwasher. For more 
information call 345-5088 
________ .3/31 
1 &2 BR apts, close to Buzzard, 
water paid, 345-4489, Wood 
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor. 
________ .3/31 
3&4 BR houses, close to EIU, 
w/d, ale, 345-4489, Wood 
Rentals, Jim Wood Realtor 
________ .3/31 
2BR moneysavers at $210-
250/person. CABLE & INTER-
NET INCL. Don't miss it. 345-
4489, Wood Rentals, Jim Wood 
Realtor. 
________ .3/31 
Grad student, faculty. Apts for 1, 
near EIU. $300-350. 345-4489, 
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, 
Realtor. 
________ .3/31 
Quiet apartment close to cam- BRITTANY RIDGE townhouses 
pus. 1 br, off-street parking. for 2-5. $188-375. DSL wiring. 
$350/mo. All utilities included. 345-4489, Wood Rentals, Jim 
345-9422 Wood, Realtor. 
________ 3122 
2 br. duplexes and 1 or 2 br. 
apartments availabe for Fall 
semster. Furnished, well kept, 
affordable. Water, trash paid. 
Maintance 24/7. Village 
Rentals. 345-2516 
________ 3122 
Nice Size 1 bedroom apart-
ment.Very clean, AIC good 
parking, garbage included. 
Available Summer 05'. Call 
217-840-6427 
________ 3125 
GREAT LOCATION LARGE 
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM 
APARTMENTS. TRASH AND 
WATER PAID. NO PETS. 348-
0209. 
________ 3125 
Clean 3 bedroom homes close 
to campus and 2 bedroom 
apartments. Dishwashers, 
W/Ds, no pets. 345-9267. 
________ 3125 
3 bedroom, 1 bath house avail-
able for Fall 2005. Good 4th 
street location. $225/month. 
897-6266. 898-9143. 
________ 3129 
3-4 person 3 bedroom duplex 
apt. 1 bath, newly remodeled 
kitchen and bath. Included: 
elec., water, gas, trash, basic 
cable, internet, central air. 
Females preferred. Available 
Aug. 1. Call 348-9359. 
________ 3130 
________ .3/31 
1 person looking for a roomy 
apt? Try this 2BR priced for one 
at $380/mo. INTERNET, 
CABLE, WATER INCL. 345-
4489, Wood Rentals, Jim 
Wood, Realtor. 
________ .3/31 
Just listed - Brand new 3-bed-
room luxury apts. 1/2 block from 
campus, old "Arby's House" 
location. In-unit w/d, dishwash-
er, you choose furnishings. 3 
off-street parking spots per apt. 
Wired for high-speed Internet. 
Call Brian 778-3321. 
_________ 4/1 
AVAILABLE 2005-2006. 1, 2, & 
3 FULLY FURNISHED APART-
MENTS. DSUBROADBAND 
(WIRED/WIRELESS) CAPA-
BLE. LARGE BEDROOMS AND 
SOME UTILITIES INCLUDED. 
EXCELLENT LOCATIONS ON 
9TH STREET (ACROSS FROM 
BUZZARD) AND ON LINCOLN 
STREET. CALL 348-0157 FOR 
INFORMATION AND APPOINT-
MENTS. 
_________ 4/8 
4 BEDROOM UPSTAIRS 
APARTMENT. FALUSPRING 
OF 05/06. 1430 1/2 9TH. 
TRASH PAID. OFF STREET 
PARKING. 11 MONTH LEASE. 
SECURITY REQUIRED. NO 
PETS 348-8305. 
_________ 4/8 
THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
CLASSIFIEDS 
~Apartments for 1 or 2 residents 
~Houses for groups of 3 & 4 
~Townhouses, 3 & 4 BR for 2 to 5 persons 
.~-~·~~  
.Jirn Wood, Realtor
1512 A Street P.O. Box 377 m ~ 
Charleston, IL 61920 u:::! t.:::J 
217 345-4489- Fax 345-4472 ., .. ,o. =·-= 
Lincolnwood Plnetree Ap- nts 
Studio, 1 ,2 & 3 Bedroom Apartments 
Free Wireless Internet 
FOR RENT 
2 bdrm., wash/dryer, 10 or 12 
mo. lease, water & trash includ-
ed. 348-7698. 
________ 3/30 
3 BEDRROM APARTMENTS. 
FALUSPRING OF 05/06. 1426 
9TH. TRASH PAID. OFF 
STREET PARKING. 11 MONTH 
LEASE. SECURITY 
REQUIRED. NO PETS. 348-
8305. 
_________ .4/8 
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT 
AVAILABLE MAY 15, 2005. 
CLOSE TO DAIRY QUEEN. 
WATER, TRASH PAID. 10 
OR 12 MONTH LEASE. 
PETS WITH DEPOSIT. 348-
8305. 
_________ .4/8 
FOR RENT 
Duplex on C and D Street in 
Charleston. 2 BR, W/D hook-
up. $425 per month. 898-
4588. 
________ .4/13 
Fall 2005: 4 bedroom 2 bath 
unique house. Good renter's 
discount $900 a month. 234-
8774 
________ .4/21 
For rent: efficiency close to 
campus. No smoking, no pets. 
$325/mo all utilities included. 
Males only. 345-3232 days. 
_________ 5/2 
1 BEDROOM HOUSE CLOSE 
TO CAMPUS. AVAILABLE 
JUNE 1ST #300 INCLUDES 
TRASH.345-401 0 
________________ 00 
FOR RENT 
Fall 2005 EXTRA NICE home at 
1524 2nd Street for 7-10 peo-
ple: 3 bathrooms, WID hook-
up, wireless DSL, central air, no 
pets, $300/person/month. 345-
3148 or www.pantherpads.com 
----------------~00 
Riley Creek homes, close to 
campus and shopping, avail-
able for the 2005-2006 school 
year. Water and trash service 
included. Pets considered with 
additional deposit. Call for 
terms and availability. 549-
37 41. Leave message. 
----------------~00 
SEITSINGER APARTMENTS: 
1611 9th Street 1 Block East 
Old Main now leasing for 
Summer and Fall 05- Spring 
06'. Completely furnished heat 
and garbage included. Three 
month summer or 9 month full 
lease Call 345-7136. 
----------------~00 
For Lease-Fall 2005, 2 bed-
room duplex unfurnished Apts. 
Washer/Dryer, trash included, 
Central air, nice parking area, 
close to Morton Park. 1 o month 
lease. 2417 maintenance. No 
pets. 217-346-3583. 
----------------~00 
For Lease-Fall 2005, 3 bedroom 
unfurnished apt.- new 
furnace/central air, new appli-
ances including-dishwasher, over 
range microwave, washer/dryer, 
range, and refrigerator with ice 
maker. New carpet, ceiling fans, 
and fresh paint. DSL wiring. 
Great location 12th and Arthur. 
2417 maintenance. Call today 
217-346-3583 JWheels LLC. 
----------------~00 
MONDAY, MARCH 21, 2005 
FOR RENT 
AVAILABLE JUNE 1 EXTRA 
NICE 2 BEDROOM APART-
MENT ON THE SQUARE. 
CARPETED, C/A, DISHWASH-
ER. $450/MO. INCLUDES 
WATER AND TRASH. 345-
4010. 
_________________ 00 
For Lease-Fall 2005* 2,3,4,5,6 
bedroom houses, great loca-
tions, competitive rates, wash-
er/dryer, central air, DSL wiring 
throughout, 2417 maintenance, 
call today: 217-346-3583. 
_________________ 00 
For Lease-Fall 2005, 4 bed-
room unfurnished apt., 2 full 
baths, great location 12th and 
Arthur, DSL wiring, good park-
ing, 24/7 maintenance. Call 
today: 217-346-3583. JWheels 
LLC 
_________________ 00 
ATTENTION GIRLS! IF YOU 
WOULD LIKE A NICE, 
ROOMY, FURNISHED 3 BR 
APARTMENT WITH LARGE 
CLOSETS, LOW RENT, LOW 
UTILITY BILLS AND A LAND-
LORD THAT CARES FOR THE 
05-06 SCHOOL YEAR, CALL 
345-3664. SEEING IS 
BELIEVING! 10 MONTH 
LEASE. NO PETS. 
_________________ 00 
www.charlestonilapts.com 
LOOK US UP for details on 
these 2005-06 Apts: 2001 S. 
12th Street, 1305 18th Street, 
955 4th Street, 605 W. Grant, 
117 W. Polk and 905 A Street. 
Rents from $230 to $475 per 
person. Call to make appoint-
ments at 348-7746. 
________________ 00 
llJe*.ttulork~ 
Crossword Edited by Will Shortz No.0207 
ACROSS 
1 Jane Austen 
novel 
27 Slots instruction 56 Critic __ 
5 Chopper blade 
10 Friend 
13 Meat cuts 
behind the ribs 
31 Bum with hot 
liquid 
34 His and 
35 Cousin of an 
ostrich 
36 "Piece of cake!" 
Louise Huxtable 
57 Craps instruc-
tion 
so Chess pieces 
61 Clear the black-
board 
15 Give the slip 62 Breed of red 37 Diamond weight cattle 
16 Pharmaceutical 39 Mojave-like 
giant __ Lilly 
40 Mornings, for 
short 17 Poker instruc-
tion 
19_v. Wade 
(1973 Supreme 
Court decision) 
20 Elapsed time 
21 Slowly merged 
(into) 
23 Filling maker: 
Abbr. 
41 Boot bottom 
42 Devoutness 
43 Roulette 
instruction 
47 Paris divider 
48 Versatile truck, 
informally 
63 Mammal that 
sleeps upside-
down 
64 Shut out 
65 New Jersey five 
DOWN 
1 Castilian hero 
2 Pitcher's place 
3 Pitchers· gloves 
4 Prelude to a 
deal 24 Saudi export 
25 "The final fron-
tier'' 
49 __ King Cole 
52 Carafe size 
54 Step-up 
5 Carmaker's woe 25 Queens ball 
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 
6 Racetrack 
7 Road goo 
8 Strange 
9 Closes again, 
as an envelope 
10 Keep working 
hard 
vera 
12 Told a whopper 
14 Hide from view 
18 Like Darth 
-=+=+::=+=+=-~ Vader 
-::+::;.+.;,:.+.:::~~ 22 11-pointer in 
blackjack 
park 
26 Sassy 
27 Work at, as a 
trade 
28 Pitched 
29 Send forth 
30 New York's 
Giuliani 
31 The world has 
seven of them 
32 Where soldiers 
stay overnight 
33 Helper 
37 Harry_, 
Columbia 
Pictures 
co-founder 
49 Unsophisticated 
50 High-class tie 
38 Sheltered, nau- 51 Parenting chal-
tically lenges 
39 Be under the 
weather 
52 Ewe's baby 
41 How 007 does 53 "I had no !" 
not like martinis 
54 Rick's love in 
42 Squinted "Casablanca" 
44 Formerly known 55 Paradise lost 
as 
45 Orion, w~h '~he" 58 It's north of 
Calif. 
46 Leave one's 
mark on 59 Research room 
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VILLAGE: 
(oNnNUED FROM PACE 1 
John Inyart stood to express his dis-
taste. 
"I did tell that I was disappointed 
and embarrassed, and I said those two 
things because I felt like we had an 
opportunity here to enlarge the city, 
enlarge our tax base and overall create 
a development which would enhance 
the community," he said. "These folks 
had jumped through every hoop we 
had asked them to and even located 
their development where we had 
steered them ... and then our city 
voted them down." 
But location was one of the reasons 
Sims was opposed to the develop-
ment. 
"It doesn't make sense to put a seg-
regated group of students so far from 
campus," she said. "It doesn't fit our 
city's comprehensive plan." 
After Inyart's objection, where "he 
kind of singled out the three other 
council members" who didn't vote yes 
to the project, the council voted to 
reconsider the project and voted 
again, Rennels said. 
Knoop was the only council mem-
ber to change her vote, creating a 3-2 
majority for the development and the 
council thought it had passed, but 
THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
Sims knew differently. 
Sims found a state statute that 
requires all annexation agreements to 
have more than a simple majority to 
pass, which would have required four 
of the five oouncil members to approve 
the project, Rennels said. 
The City Attorney Brian Bower 
looked over the paper Sims had 
brought to the meeting and fotmd it 
was legitimate, killing the project. 
"I was upset because I felt if she had 
done the research and looked it up she 
should've brought it up during the dis-
cussion (before the first vote)," he said. 
Although the development was not 
approved, the Ma\1anus brothers are 
not giving up on the project, as they 
have already invested over $200,000 in 
it and still believe Eastern has a need 
for additional and better housing. 
"My brother and I have visited 
numerous college campuses, as we 
have three children currently in col-
lege, and the off-campus detached 
housing at EIU falls well short of other 
college towns in the Midwest," he said. 
"We think students deserve better." 
However, Sims disagreed with the 
belief Charleston needs more housing. 
She said she thinks there is adequate 
student housing in Charleston and 
instead ofbuilding new developments, 
the city should raise the standards of 
PAGE9 
student housing. 
McManus said Sims' objection to 
the development may have resulted 
from phone calls from local landlords 
objecting to the development to try 
and "muffle competition." 
And although McManus is upset 
with the City Council's decision, he is 
still confident in his project and deter-
mined to see it through. 
The developers may wait until after 
the April 5 election when a new City 
Council is in place before pursuing it, 
he said. 
"We're not giving up," he said. 
"We're going to work hard to try and 
get it done." 
CLASSIFIEDS 
FOR RENT 
05 - 06. Luxury apar1ments, 
townhouses, and student rental 
houses all excellent locations. 
Prices vary. For more informa-
tion call us at 345-0652 or look 
us up at www.myeiuhome.com 
___________________ 00 
www.jwilliamsrentals.com 
CHECK US OUT FOR YOUR 
NEXT APARTMENT. Leasing 
now 1 & 2 bedroom units. Good 
locations, nice apartments, off 
street parking, trash paid. No 
pets. 345-7286. 
___________________ 00 
For Fall '05 1,2,and 3 bedrooms 
for close to campus. 4 locations 
to choose from. Call 345-6533 
___________________ 00 
BUCHANAN ST. APTS: 1,2,&3 
BDRM APTS AVAILABLE FOR 
FALL 05-06. PLENTY OF OFF 
STREET PARKING, WATER 
AND TRASH INCLUDED. 
CALL 345-1266 
___________________ 00 
Lincolnwood Pinetree has 2&3 
BR Apts. available for second 
semester. Call 345-6000 
___________________ 00 
Newly remodeled two bedroom 
apartments complexly fur-
nished, parking, laundry, FREE 
DSL Fast internet, $490. 913 
and 917 4th St. 235-0405 or 
317-3085. 
___________________ 00 
VERY AFFORDABLE: Now 
leasing 1,2,and 3 bedroom 
apartments,three bedroom 
house. All within two blocks of 
FOR RENT 
3 bedroom house for fall 2005. 
Free parking, furnished, new 
carpet. For information contact 
Kim at 346-3583. 
___________________ 00 
FALL 2005 NEW CONSTRUC-
TION! 3 bedroom, 2 bath unit. 
Excellent location. WID, dis-
posal, dishwasher, and excel-
lent parking included. ALSO, 
VERY NICE 1 BEDROOM APT. 
WITH OFFICE SPACE. 
EXCELLENT LOCATION. 
$350/MONTH. For more info 
call 345-0652. 
___________________ 00 
Available for Summer and 
Fall 05-06 school year. Clean 
modern apartments and 
homes w/some utilities 
included. 1,2,3,4,&5 bed-
rooms. WI D in some units 
also. NOT ALL CLOSE TO 
CAMPUS. NO PETS!!!! 217-
345-4494. 
___________________ 00 
Available now. 1 BR apartment 
in Charleston close to the 
square. Stove/fridge, nice loca-
tion. For more information call 
345-5088. 
___________________ 00 
Royal Heights Apartments. 3 
BR apartments fall 2005. 
Remodeled, free parking. Call 
Kim. 346-3583. 
___________________ 00 
STUDENTS, DON'T SIGN A 
NEW LEASE UNTIL YOU 
HAVE CHECKED OUT 
CHARLESTON'S NEWEST 
campus. Call 345-5373 or 549- OFF CAMPUS STUDENT 
5593 RENTAL HOUSING DEVELOP-
__________ 00 MENT!!! UNIVERSITY VIL-
BUCHANAN STREET APART- LAGE. 28 NEW 4 BEDROOM 
MENTS: 1 bedroom apartment HOMES AND 96 NEW 3 BED-
available in June water and 
trash included off street parking 
call 345-1266 
___________________ 00 
NEW LUXURY 4 BEDROOM, 2 
BATH LARGE APARTMENTS, 
WID INCLUDED WIRED FOR 
HIGH SPEED INTERNET. 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 1120 
EDGAR DRIVE. 345-6100. 
___________________ 00 
4 Bedroom Apt. 1/2 block from 
campus. $235 each trash 
included. 345-6967 
___________________ 00 
05-06, excellent location, 
across from campus. 1 BR 
apartments, 1 o month lease 
with heat and water paid. $375 
month. No pets please. 348-
0006. 
___________________ 00 
ROOM DUPLEXES. 4 ACRE 
PARK IN THE CENTER OF 
THE COMMUNITY. ALL SIN-
GLE STORY UNITS. NO 
STAIRS TO CLIMB. SAND 
VOLLEYBALL, BASKETBALL. 
AVAILABLE FALL 2005!!! COM-
PETITIVE PRICING!!!! LEAS-
ING OFFICE NOW OPEN. 
CALL FOR INFORMATION. 
348-1099. WEB SITE: 
WWW.UNIVERSITYVILLAGE-
HOUSING.COM 
___________________ 00 
2 BEDROOM HOUSE 905 
ARTHUR. 345-6100. 
___________________ 00 
2 and 3 BR furnished apts. 
Utilities included. Just E. of 
Greek Court. No pets. Call 549-
2615. 
___________________ 00 
BRITTANY RIDGE 
TOWNHOUSES 
2 persons @ $375 
3 persons @ $250 
4 persons@ $188 
5 persons@ $188 
3 4 BR, 2 1/2 baths, cent. air, cable 
& net wiring, wid, dishwasher 
Not just blueprints ... Great 
housing for 17 years . f.tt-~*M .. 
J im Wood , R ea l t o • 
1512 A Street. P.O. Box 377 
Charleston, IL 61920 
217 3454489 -Fax 345-4472 
lBGl 
-~1 =·= 
OlDEf{)fdffE h1flffflGEtrlEff1 
1,2, & 3 Bedrooms 
4LOCATIONS 
Close to campus 
34~6533 
Check us out on the web: 
M.Poteeterentals.com 
217-345-5088 
FOR RENT 
Girls 5 Bedroom and 3 Bedroom 
Houses. Newly Remodeled WID 
OW. Trash Paid. 1 Block from 
Campus. 345-3253. 
___________________ 00 
FOR RENT 
Close to everything. Nice 3 BR 
house. Across from Old Main. 
0/W, stove, refrigerator, 1 0 1/2 
month lease. 348-8406. 
___________________ 00 
FOR RENT 
Very Nice 3 bedroom house. AI 
new interior- washer/dryer, cish-
washer, deck $295 each. 345-6967 
___________________ 00 
EFFICIENCY APT. LOCATED 
AT 501 1/2 TAYLOR. $300 
MONTH. LEASE AND DEPOSIT 
REQUIRED. CALL 345-7522 
AFTER 5:30 CALL 345-9462 . 
___________________ 00 
201 5TH ST. 2 BEDROOM 
HOUSE CARPETED, NICE 
BATH AND LARGE KITCHEN, 
INSULATED WITH NEW WIN-
DOWS. AIC AND CEILING 
FANS. UNFURNISHED. CALL 
345-7522 AFTER 5:30 CALL 
345-9462. LEASE AND 
DEPOSIT REQUIRED. 
___________________ 00 
EXTRA NICE UPSTAIRS APT. 
JUST CAME AVAILABLE. 208 
1/2 6TH ST. CARPETED AIC 
SHOWER WASHER AND 
DRYER. 345-7522 AFTER 5:30 
CALL 345-9462 ASK FOR 
LARRY. 
___________________ 00 
HOUSE FOR RENT AT 501 
TAYLOR. GREAT LOCATION 3 
BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS 3 
BEDROOMS FOR 3 OR 4 
STUDENTS. AIC CARPETED 
EXCELLENT CONDITION 
CALL 345-7522 AFTER 5:30 
CALL 345-9462. 
___________________ 00 
BOONDOCKS BY AARON MCGRUDER 
I $lll 4W'T FN Mlr'DIING 
ON 11 NMS .ttaJT 111 SD 
CIR'. 1E liMii • . 
e~wr~.=) 
' 
FOR RENT 
Female roommate needed 
ASAP or Fall 2005 and Spring 
2006. Close to campus. 8 bed-
rooms. Call Ann or Lisa at 348-
8563 or Uz at 708-408-1585. 
_________________ Y30 
Female roommate needed 
05/06 school year. Atrium Apts. 
1 o month lease $260/mo. Call 
Katie (217) 202-5655. 
__________________ 417 
Roommate needed to share 
house w/male EIU Students. 
Lease ending 5/31/04. Call 348-
0614, leave message. 
00 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Chicago Job Fairs & Career Fairs, 
YOUR Chicago Career 
Connection! www.chicagojobre-
source.com. 
PERSONALS 
AITENTION ALL GRADUAT-
ING SENIORS! If you are inter-
ested in a yearbook of your sen-
ior year, and are not sure how to 
pick it up, come to the Student 
Publications office, room 1802 
Buzzard Hall, and for only $6 we 
will mail you a copy in the Fall 
when they are published. Call 
581-2812 for more information. 
___________________ 00 
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ILLINOIS MEN'S BASKETBALL 
Illinois goes home with a pair of wins and momentum 
INDIANAPOLIS Illinois 
found an inside game and regained irs 
offensive rhythm. Then the Illini 
rurned up the defense and earned a 
trip back to their home state for the 
next round of the NCAA tourna-
ment. 
Victories over Fairleigh Dickinson 
and Nevada put the top-ranked, top-
seeded lllini into the Chicago 
Regional on Thursday against one of 
the surprise teams of the tournament, 
Wisconsin-Milwaukee, a No. 12 seed 
that upset the fourth and fifth seeds in 
the first two rounds. 
"I told our kids, it's not Duke," said 
Illinois coach Bmce Weber, a UWM 
graduate. "But you've got to under-
stand, they beat Boston College and 
Alabama, so they must be a pretty 
good ball club. 
"It's not going to be easy," he said. 
"They're going to play free and loose. 
We're going to have to have a good 
week of practice and understand how 
tough it is to get by the next oppo-
PGAGOLF 
nent." 
WISCOnsin-Milwaukee (26-5) beat 
Boston College 83-75 to set up the 
showdown with illinois at Rosemont, 
ill. 
illinois (34-1) got career highs of23 
poinrs from forward James Augustine 
and 12 points from backup Jack 
Ingram in Saturday's 71-59 victory 
over Nevada. In the second game at 
the RCA Dome, Kelenna Azubuike 
scored 19 poinrs and second-seeded 
Kentucky held Cincinnati scoreless 
for the final 2:41 to win 69-60. The 
Wildcars (27-5) advanced to the 
Austin Regional on Friday against 
Utah (29-5), which ousted Oklahoma 
67-58. 
illinois lost irs final regular-season 
game at Ohio State and appeared 
sluggish through the Big Ten tourna-
ment. 
But as they did in their first-round 
NCAA win over Fairleigh Dickinson, 
on Saturday against Nevada the illini 
recovered from a sometimes sloppy 
Perry hangs on to win; 
Woods falls from No. 1 
ORLANDO, Fla. - Vijay Singh 
returned to No. 1 in the world 
Sunday and couldn't care less. 
Kenny Perry lost a three-shot lead 
in three holes, but emerged the win-
ner in the Bay H ill Invitational when 
Singh hit 7-iron off the rocks and 
into the water on the 18th hole to 
make double bogey, the second 
straight week he has blown a chance 
to win. 
With Singh in the water, Perry 
went for the center of the green and 
lagged his 70-foot putt within 2 feet. 
He closed with a 2-under 70 and at 
age 44 became the oldest winner of 
Arnold Palmer's tournament. 
Last week, Singh missed a 2 112-
foot par putt on the second extra 
hole in the Honda Classic to lose to 
Padraig Harrington. The Fijian made 
a spectacular charge at Bay H ill, with 
two birdies and a clutch par to erase 
a three-shot deficit and reach the 
18th hole with momentum on his 
side. 
From 174 yards in the middle of 
the fu.irway, he posed over his shot as 
it descended against the hazy sky, 
SWS& SALADS 
then bent over in anguish as it 
crashed off the rocks and splashed 
into the lake. 
"It stunned me," Perry said. "I 
expected him to come up close. It 
was a big break for me. I just aimed 
left and played it safe. I knew I could 
three-putt." 
The only consolation for Singh 
was replacing Tiger Woods at No. 1 
in the world. 
With Woods chopping his way 
around Bay Hill to finish out of the 
top 20, Singh only had to finish 
fourth to return to No. 1 in the 
world ranking. 
"Big deal," Singh said. "I lost the 
golf tournament." 
For the second straight week, 
Singh watched someone else pose 
with the trophy. And for the second 
straight week, he declined to come 
into the press center for an interview 
as a joint mnner-up. 
Perry finished at 12-under 276 for 
his eighth career victory, worth 
$900,000, and giving him loads of 
confidence coming into the first 
stretch of big tournamenrs. 
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first half and pulled away to a 22-
point lead in the second hal£ Deron 
Williams added 15 poinrs and 1 0 
assisrs, and Luther Head had 14 
poinrs. 
"I just tried to get my teammates 
the ball. They were knocking down 
the shoes," Williams said. "We were 
able to get on a run and cause a lot of 
havoc. We just have to be able to fin-
ish that way." 
Weber said Illinois' offensive 
rhythm, especially in the second half, 
was irs best in a long time. 
"The biggest thing was the 
defense," Weber said. "And once we 
settled down offensively in the second 
half, took care of the ball a little bit 
and got a little better shoes, we were 
able to extend the lead. We kind of 
broke their spirit a little bit." 
Kevinn Pinkney led the Wolf Pack 
with 22 poinrs and 11 rebounds, Mo 
Charlo added 12 poinrs and Nick 
Fazekas had 11 poinrs. 
In the second game, Rajon Rondo 
added 16 poinrs for Kentucky and 
Randolph Morris finished with 11 
poinrs and 12 rebounds. 
Cincinnati led 35-33 at halftime, 
but a quick start in the second half put 
the Wildcats ahead 42-37. The 
Bearcars came within 58-57 with 6:05 
to go, but Kentucky allowed just one 
more basket the rest of the way. 
"It tells us we have the capability 
and the potential to be an ourstanding 
team, to do a lot of things," Kentucky 
coach Tubby Smith said. "It's a team 
that's really starting to believe in one 
another. 
"The leadership, you can kind of 
see it being transferred from the veter-
an players to Rajon, to Randolph and 
to the other players," Smith said. 
"That's what this time of year is all 
about _ teamwork, chemistry _ and 
that's what I'm seeing in this group 
now. Their toughness comes from not 
just being physically tough but men-
tally tough as well." 
The Kentucky-Utah game will be 
MLB SPRING TRAINING ROUNDUP 
their sixth matchup in the NCAA 
tournament since 1993. 
Nick Williams scored 16 points 
and Jihad Muhammad added 14 for 
seventh-seeded Cincinnati (25-8), 
which was trying to become the third 
straight Conference USA school to 
eliminate Kentucky from the tourna-
ment. 
Chuck Hayes had 10 poinrs for 
Kentucky and helped limit 
Cincinnati's Jason Maxiell to only six 
shoes and 9 poinrs. In the first round, 
Maxiell had 22 poinrs and 9 rebounds 
against Iowa. 
"Chuck is a hard matchup for any-
one," Smith said. "He'll put his body 
on you, he's going to bang you, he's 
going to defend you every second. I 
think that just kind of wore Jason 
down." 
The RCA Dome crowd of 40,331 
set a one-session record for any 
NCAA sub-regional site, breaking the 
previous mark of 39,940 set in 
Indianapolis in 1990. 
Cardinals, Cubs and White Sox all fall 
LAKELAND, Fla. - Starting 
pitchers Chris Carpenter and 
Jason Johnson both struggled 
Sunday, and the Detroit Tigers 
defeated the St. Louis Cardinals 8-
4 in a split-squad game. 
Carpenter, who gave up just one 
run in his first three outings this 
spring, allowed eight hits and five 
runs in three innings for the 
Cardinals. 
"We were hoping Carpenter 
could give us five or six innings, 
but he fell behind and they nailed 
him," St. Louis manager Tony La 
Russa said. 
Craig Monroe tripled home a 
run in the second off Carpenter. 
Carlos Guillen had an RBI double 
during a four-run third, and Ivan 
Rodriguez, Dmitri Young and 
Dean Palmer each had a run-scor-
ing single. 
"I threw quality pitches at times, 
and not-quality pitches at other 
times," Carpenter said. "My curve 
and changeup were sound, but 
that doesn't matter if you can't 
locate your fastball. The bright 
side is, it's still spring training. I'm 
not concerned about it." 
Cardinals slugger Jim Edmonds 
had rwo doubles in three at-bars. 
Hector Luna singled home a run 
and Yadier Molina singled home 
rwo more in the third. 
Rick Ankiel, the former pitcher 
who switched to the ourfield earli-
er this spring, was 0-for-3 with two 
strikeouts as the Cardinals' DH. 
PADRES {SS} 9, CUBS 5 
PEORIA, Ariz. Khalil 
Greene, Brian Giles and Mark 
Loretta each homered as a San 
Diego Padres split squad overcame 
rwo home runs by Nomar 
Garciaparra to beat the Chicago 
Cubs 9-5 Sunday. 
Greene had a solo shot in the 
second inning, Giles hit a three-
run homer in the third and Loretta 
added a three-run drive in the 
fourth. 
"We've been swinging the bats 
well," Padres manager Bruce 
Bochy said. "The guys are getting 
locked in. It's good to see." 
The Cubs were hurt by four 
errors, three by Garciaparra. Sergio 
Mitre gave up eight runs - four 
earned. 
ANGELS 4, WHITE SOX 3 
TEMPE, Ariz. - Casey 
Kotchman had an RBI double and 
Robb Quinlan hit a go-ahead rwo-
run single in a three-run eighth 
inning to lead the Los Angeles 
Angels over the Chicago White 
Sox 4-3 Sunday. 
Chicago's ninth-inning rally 
ended when Tony Alvarez 
grounded out with the bases 
loaded. 
Angels starter Kelvim Escobar 
gave up one run and three hits 
while striking out three. Bengie 
Molina added a solo homer in the 
second. 
White Sox right-hander Jon 
Adkins allowed three runs for the 
loss. Ross Gload, Paul Konerko 
and Timo Perez had two hits 
apiece. 
Brandon McCarthy's scoreless 
streak ended at 12 innings when 
he gave up Molina's homer. 
McCarthy, who worked five 
innings and struck out four, is 
making a strong bid for a spot in 
Chicago's starting rotation. 
White Sox manager Ozzie 
Guillen said there were no open-
ings but praised McCarthy. 
"This kid is the real deal," 
Guillen said. "Right now, we have 
to keep sending him out there and 
keep pitching him." 
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NCAA MEN'S BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT 
WoHpack shock defending champs, UCONN, in only upset 
WORCESTER, Mass. - Julius 
Hodge shouted to his fans at the 
buzzer, saying he knew this would 
happen all along: North Carolina State 
was heading to the round of 16, and 
the defending champion was knocked 
out - again. 
Hodge scored on a slashing drive 
through the lane with 4.3 seconds left 
to break a 62-all tie and send the 
Wolfpack past second-seeded 
Connecticut 65-62 Sunday in the sec-
ond round of the NCAA tournament. 
North Carolina State (21-13), the 
1Oth seed in the Syracuse Regional, 
advances to the regional semifinals for 
the first time since 1989 and will play 
Wisconsin. 
No team has repeated since Duke in 
1991-92, but the defending national 
champion Huskies (23-8) seemed 
almost a lock to at least move past the 
second round. They went into the 
game 27-0 against teams seeded sixth 
or lower in the tournament. And in 19 
years under coach Jim Calhoun, they 
were 23-2 in the first two rounds of 
the tournament. 
Hodge, who yelled, "I told you! I 
told you!" to Wolfpack fans after the 
buzzer sounded, was fouled by Ed 
Nelson on his drive and completed the 
three-point play. Marcus Williams' 
desperation 3 at the buzzer fell short. 
Hodge finished with 17 points and 
six assists. Williams led the Huskies 
with a career-high 22 points, and 
Charlie Villanueva had 16 points and 
12 rebounds. 
WISCONSIN 71, BUCKNELL 
62 
OKlAHOMA CITY - Maybe 
Bucknell could have found a scheme 
to stop Wtsconsin's Mike Wilkinson 
or Zach Morley. Handling both, how-
ever, was too much for the upstart 
Bison. 
Morley, who was shut out in 28 
minutes of a first-round win over 
Northern Iowa, was 6-of-7 from the 
field with three 3-pointers and 15 
points. His tap-in with 8:41 lefr put 
the Badgers (248) ahead for good, 
then he protected the lead with 
rebounds on the next two defensive 
stands. 
The Bison (249) were still within 
four points when Wilkinson showed 
why he's won more games than any 
player in school history. He personally 
went on a 7-2 run, capped by a three-
point play to push the lead back to 
nine, virtually ending Bucknell's bid to 
become just the third No. 14 to reach 
the NCAA's round of 16. He finished 
with 23 points and nine rebounds. 
VIWNOVA 76, FLORIDA 65 
NASHVILLE, Tenn. - Backup 
center Jason Fraser scored 21 points 
and grabbed 15 rebounds to help fifrh-
seeded Villanova (24 7) make the 
round of 16 for the first time since 
1988. It will play North Carolina. 
With leading scorer Allan Ray 
struggling and Curtis Sumpter sit-
ting out much of the game with an 
injury, Fraser and guard Randy Foye 
took over. Foye had 18 points to help 
pick up the slack. 
The fourth-seeded Gators (24-8) 
were held to 38.5 shooting and got 
little offensive support for David Lee, 
who had 20 points, 10 rebounds, 
three blocks and three steals before 
fouling out. Matt Walsh finished 
with 12 points, but was 4for-13. 
Anthony Roberson went 1-for-8 and 
finished with five points. 
NORTH CAROLINA 92, IOWA 
STATE 65 
CHARLOTTE, N.C. - Sean 
May had 24 points and 17 rebounds, 
and sixth man Marvin Williams fin-
ished with a career-high 15 rebounds 
and the top-seeded Tar Heels 
advanced past the first weekend for 
the first time in five seasons. 
Williams scored 20 points -
tying his season high for the second 
consecutive game - and Rashad 
McCants added 17 for North 
Carolina (29-4), which went to the 
Final Four in 2000 before the tour-
nament drought. Now, coach Roy 
Williams has the Tar Heels back in 
the regional semifinals in his second 
season, the lOth time he's made it 
that far in 17 NCAA tournament 
appearances. 
The Tar Heels will face fifth-seed-
ed Villanova next weekend in the 
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Syracuse Regional. Jared Homan, 
playing in his final game, finished 
with 19 points and 20 rebounds for 
Iowa State (19-12). 
OKLAHOMA STATE 85, 
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS 77 
OKLAHOMA CI1Y - Ivan 
McFarlin scored a career-high 31 
points to move Oklahoma State into 
the round of 16 in consecutive seasons 
for the first time since 1991-92. 
The second-seeded Cowboys (26-6) 
will play third-seeded Arizona (29-6) 
next weekend in a meeting of the two 
oldest coaches in the tournament. 
Arizona's Lute Olson is 70, and Eddie 
Sutton is 69. 
Jamaal Tatum led the Salukis (27-
8) with 22 points. Seventh-seeded 
Southern Illinois got within 72-68 
on Tatum's 3-pointer, but JamesOn 
Curry answered with a 3-pointer of 
his own. 
MICHIGAN STATE 72, 
VERMONT61 
WORCESTER, Mass. 
Maurice Ager scored 19 points and 
Paul Davis had 11 points and 14 
rebounds to send Michigan State to 
the regional semifinals. 
Largely ignored during the Big Ten 
• 
NAnONAL CHAMPION 
- Au. n MES ARE LOCAL-
season while Illinois took over the top 
of the national rankings, Michigan 
State (246) found itself the senti-
mental second choice again in 
Worcester when the 13th-seeded 
Catamounts (25-7) beat Syracuse -
the first NCAA win in Vermont his-
tory. 
The crowd was heavily tilted 
toward Vermont. But star Taylor 
Coppenrath went into a shooting 
slump - making 5-of-23 shots for 
16 points. T.J. Sorrentine scored 26 
points but made just 6-of-15 shots 
from 3-point range. 
Michigan State coach Tom lzzo 
moved to 21-6 in the tournament -
a winning percentage second among 
active coaches to Duke's Mike 
Krzyzewski. 
DUKE 63, MISSISSIPPI 
STATE 55 
CHARIDTTE, N.C. - With one 
of his most unlikely Duke teams, Mike 
Krzyzewski moved himself into the 
NCAA tournament record books and 
the Blue Devils into the round of 16. 
Daniel Ewing handled the offense 
and Shelden Williams took care of 
defense to lead the top-seeded Blue 
Devils to the win in the second round 
of the Austin Regional. The win was a 
record 66th tournament victory for 
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Coach K, moving him ahead of Dean 
Smith at the top of the list. 
It also sent Duke (27-5) into the 
regional semifinals for the eighth con-
secutive year, the longest current streak 
in the nation. The Blue Devils will play 
fifrh-seeded Michigan State. 
Lawrence Roberts had 17 points and 
11 rebounds for ninth-seeded 
Mississippi State (23-11). 
LOUISVIUE 76, GEORGIA 
TECH 54 
NASHVILLE, Tenn. - Francisco 
Garcia scored 18 of his 21 points in the 
first half and Taquan Dean stopped any 
hope Georgia Tech had for a rally with 
back-to-hack 3-pointers, sealing a vic-
tory that sent Louisville to the regional 
semifinals for the first time since 1997. 
Dean finished with 14 points, all but 
two on 3-pointers, and also had six 
rebounds and two assists. Larry 
O'Bannon added 16 for the fourth-
seeded Cardinals (31-4), who have 
won 20 of their last 21. 
Luke Schenscher led the Yellow 
Jackets with 13, but the rest of Georgia 
Tech's offense was largely ineffective. 
Jarrett Jack had 11 points, Will 
Bynum had eight and B.J. Elder was 
held to just three for Georgia Tech (20-
12), which made a thrilling run to the 
title game last year. 
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TWO-POINT 
CONVERSION 
DAN RENICK 
ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR 
No betting 
on my 
bracket 
Every March, millions of college 
hoops fans throw countless 
amounts of dollars into NCAA 
Tournament pools. 
While it may seem to be harm-
less, friendly gambling has changed 
the perception and viewership of 
the tournament. 
This was the first time since I 
was in seventh grade that I 
abstained from entering one of my 
buddy's pools, hoping to grab a 
pocket full of cash and bragging 
rights. And amazingly, the tourna-
ment has been more fun to watch 
because of it. 
Granted I did enter two pools, 
one with my family and one with 
friends, but I don't have any money 
riding on either. All it took was 
about two minutes to fill out both 
brackets. 
Normally, if I was filling out a 
bracket, I would spend at least an 
hour picking "winners" only to 
scratch them out seconds later and 
start over - the whole time pre-
tending like I actually know what 
I'm doing. 
It's funny how every March, 
everyone is a master of "bracketol-
ogy''. 
And there's always the guy at the 
bar watching an unheard of I3 seed 
pull off an upset and yelling. "I 
picked that! I knew they were 
gonnawin!" 
Yeah, Ok buddy. 
You could fill out a bracket based 
on which team's colors you like bet-
ter or which team has the best for-
eign name and you're bound to 
pick some upsets right. So, don't act 
like you're a genius when it hap-
pens. 
When I'm not living and dying 
by every game and I can just watch 
games, it makes it a lot more fun. 
I can openly hate Kentucky, and 
I don't have to pretend I like them 
because they're in my Final Four. I 
can root for the upsets I really want 
to see, or when they happen, I 
won't hate whoever screwed up my 
bracket and ruined my shot at win-
ning some cash. 
While betting on the tourna-
ment makes the games more inter-
esting, it does have it's downsides 
- namely the $20 I save by not 
wasting it on a busted bracket. 
Dan Renick is a junior joumalism 
major. If you agree with Needles and 
think he's too chicken to bet on games or 
drag race in his new truck after coming 
back ftvm the foture (again), then tell 
him atndwres88@hotmaiLcom. 
NCAA WRESTLING TOURNAMENT 
Panther pair pinned by nation's best 
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BASEBALL 
BY DAN RENICK 
ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR 
Eastern's senior heavyweight 
Pete Ziminski and sophomore 
I7 4-pounder Kenny Robertson 
each made their first appearance at 
the NCAA Championships, but 
neither could wrestle their way to 
the winner's podium. 
The Panther duo each went I-2 
at the tournament in St. Louis that 
brought the nation's best wrestlers 
under one roo£ 
"It's the toughest tournament I've 
ever been to," Robertson said. 
"Everyone's so pumped to be there. 
"They're just a bunch of mad-
man. " 
Ziminski (17 -9) started off the 
tournament on the right foot, pin-
ning Penn State junior Joel 
Edwards in the second period. 
In the second round, Ziminski 
had to take on the college's top-
ranked heavyweight, Oklahoma 
State junior Steve Mocco. 
Mocco pinned Ziminski 
minute I3 seconds into the match . 
Mocco eventually went on to 
capture first place in the heavy-
weight division. 
Oklahoma State took the team 
tide and had five individual cham-
piOns. 
In wrestle backs, Ziminski lost to 
H arvard's No.II-ranked sopho-
more, Bode Ogunwole, 3-2. 
Robertson had an opening round 
loss to Stanford junior Imad 
Kharbush 4-I, but Robertson came 
back strong in wrestle backs, pin-
"It's the toughest 
tournament I've been to. 
Everyone's so pumped to 
be there. They're just a 
bunch of madmen." 
KENNY ROBERTSON, SOPHOMORE WRESTLER 
ning North Carolina State junior 
Kevin Gabrielson in the first peri-
od. 
But, Rutgers' No.7-ranked senior 
Andy Roy ended Robertson's quest 
for the championship in the next 
round. 
Roy pinned Robertson a minute 
into the second period. 
"It's a mean tournament," 
Robertson said. "I should have 
done berter and it was kind of 
heartbreaking." 
But Robertson will have another 
two years to try to get to the win-
ner's circle unlike Ziminski, who 
wrestled his last collegiate match in 
St. Louis. 
Ziminski posted a career record 
of 7I-44 and had a breakout year 
his junior season when he won 33 
matches and placed in every tour-
nament the Panthers wrestled in. 
But for Robertson, the experi-
ence he got from a disappointing 
debut at the N CAA championship 
will help him in the future. 
"It was good because I'll know 
what to expect next year," 
Robertson said. 
Eastern struggles in Arkansas over spring break 
Team goes 
winless over 
eight-game trip 
BY MATTHEW STEVENS 
SPORTS REPORTER 
Eastern failed to escape with a win 
in its spring break trip, as the Panthers 
fell IS-I 0 to Arkansas State Sunday. 
"We carne out hitting well and had 
good pitching," Eastern head coach 
Jim Schmitz said. 
However, Schmitz stated the 
Panthers inability to field the ball 
effectively led to their demise. 
"We had eight errors and probably 
three more they didn't score," Schmitz 
said. 
These mistakes lifted the season 
total of errors to 32. Half of the blun-
ders have occurred in the middle 
infield. 
"You have to say enough is 
enough, and no one's been consis-
tent," Schmitz said. "Nobody wants 
"Defense should never leave; sometimes you can't 
hit or pitch, but defense should always be there." 
the ball. 
"Defense should 
never leave; some-
times you can't hit 
or can't pitch but 
defense should 
always be there." 
The contest jiM SCHMITZ 
concluded 
Eastern's (l-I2) eight-game losing 
streak through the state of Arkansas, 
in which they were outscored a 
combined 77-2I against the 
Indians, Arkansas and Arkansas-
Little Rock. 
"It was embarrassing. You'd think 
if you got a chance to play you'd take 
advantage," Schmitz said. "I don't 
know (how to fix it). That's the three 
words I hate to say as a coach but I 
just don't." 
The closest game carne on Sanrrday 
jiM SCHMITZ, EASTERN HEAD COACH 
when the Indians defeated Eastern I-0. 
Schmitz said the inability to notch a 
win against either Arkansas-little Rock 
or Arkansas State doesn't bode well for 
the upcoming Ohio Valley Conference 
schedule. 
'~kansas is a great team but Little 
Rock and Arl<ansas State are similar to 
top-tier OVC teams," Schmitz said. 
In the I-0 loss, Arl<ansas State junior 
lefthander Taylor Fowler tossed his sec-
ond complete game shutout of the sea-
son defeating a valiant effort from 
Eastern pitcher Chris Vacculik. Fowler 
dominated the Panthers all game, as he 
finished with a career-high I3 strike 
outs while walking none. 
Fowler limited Eastern to just 
five hits as he struck out I 0 batters 
in the first four innings of the game 
and only needed I 09 pitches in the 
nine innings. 
Road Tripped 
March 11 
Eastern @ No. 11 Arkansas 
loss 17 2 
March 12 
Eastern @ No. 11 Arkansas 
loss 12 1 
March 13 
Eastern @ No. 11 Arkansas 
loss 6 0 
March 15 
Eastern @ Arkansas Little Rock 
loss 8 3 
March 16 
Eastern @ Arkansas Little Rock 
loss 8 1 
March 18 
Eastern @ Arkansas State 
loss 7 3 
March 19 
Eastern @ Arkansas State 
loss 1 0 
March 20 
Eastern @ Arkansas State 
loss 18 10 
